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SPECIAL TRIPS TO NORTHERN EUROPE

Santalahti

SEASIDE RESORT
Relaxing quality sea side resort between Helsinki and St Petersburg on
Finland’s South East Coast
Various accommodation options
Santalahti is located near the city of Kotka, in beautiful setting next to
the sea and white sand beach. Santalahti is offering great premises to
stay for couple of days and explore the multiple travel destinations in one
of the most beautiful parts of Finland. Santalahti has multiple types of
accommodation starting from traditional wooden cottages to Luxury Villas,
which can accommodate groups of 10 people with all modern facilities.
Best of all is the Villa Aava which has magnificent views of the open
sea and the outer archipelago. It can accommodate up to 18 people in 10
bedrooms, each of which comes with own bathroom. Villa Aava is also
well-suited for high end events and celebrations of more than 100 people.

Multiple Saunas
Santalahti has multiple saunas available for the guests.
The best of them is probably a cave sauna, a traditional
Finnish smoke sauna combined with a hot bath tub and
located inside a cave with magnificent sea views. Next to
it is a wooden Lapland hut, which is a great place to have
a traditional Finnish BBQ dinner. Both of these facilities
are available upon request with separate pricing.

Enjoy Nature Activities
Apart from the great accommodation, Santalahti resort is
offering a lot of things to do: It has a beautiful nature trail
which leads you through the island to the rocky archipelago
on the southern coast - from which a sea view to the Gulf
of Finland archipelago opens up. The length of the trail is
about 2.5 km. There is also a golf course for relaxed business
meetings.
Coastal Finland is a perfect background for fun, games and
sports. In between these Nordic activities, you will get to
enjoy and relax in the beautiful Finnish nature. Santalahti
beach has shallow waters, which are safe for swimming and
SUP boards, which can be rented. Or if you like, you can try
out your skills with fat biking and mini golf.

CONTACT
Address: Santalahdentie 150, 48310 Kotka

Tel: +358 5 260 5055

Email: info@santalahti.fi

www.santalahti.fi

